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A version of the postulates of quantum mechanics is presented in w’hich no reference is 
made to probability. Instead we rely on a weaker postulate referring to eigenvalues and 
eigenstates. The modulus squared of the inner product of two state vectors is shown to be an 
eigenvalue of the operator representing a frequency measurement on the system of an infinite 
number of copies of the original system. The argument makes essential use of the Strong Law 
of Large Numbers. c’ .I989 Academic Press, Inc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

We all believe that quantum mechanics, as opposed to classical mechanics, 
gives a probabilistic description of nature [ 11. The probabilistic interpretation of 
measurement is contained in one of the standard postulates of quantum mechanics. 
In this paper we will strengthen the argument that the postulates of quantum 
mechanics can be weakened so that they make no reference to probability. The 
probabilistic interpretation will arise naturally from the weakened postulates 
without having been put in beforehand. 

To begin we list the standard postulates of quantum mechanics. They are: 

PI: The states of a quantum system, S, are described by vectors ) $) which are 
elements of a Hilbert space, V, that describes S. 
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PII: The states evolve in time according to 

where H is a Hermitian operator which specifies the dynamics of the system S. 

PIII: Every observable, (0, is associated with a Hermitian operator 8. The only 
possible outcome of a measurement of 6 is an eigenvalue 0, of 8. 

PIV: If the state of the system is described by the normalized vector I$), then 
a measurement of Cfi will yield the value 0, with probability 

In order for successive measurements of @ to yield the same value 0; it is necessary 
to have the projection postulate: 

PV: Immediately after a measurement which yields the value 8, the state of the 
system is described by / 0,). 

It is well known that the type of time evolution implied by PV is incompatible 
with the unitary time evolution implied by PII. We will have more to say about this 
at the end of our paper. For now we will advocate the point of view that PIV can 
be replaced by the weaker postulate: 

PIV’: If a quantum system is described by the state I Hi) then a measurement of 
C: will yield the value 0,. 

Clearly PIV’ is a special case of PIV but it is root a statement about probabilities. 
The replacement of PIV by PIV’ eliminates the immediate need for PV since the 
state is / Si) before and after the measurement. 

In order to extract the concept of probability from PIV’ (we also need PI and 
PIII) we consider a large system, S, which consists of identical copies of the system 
S. To begin, we consider a finite number of copies, N. Consider the observable 
,f’N’(B,) which is the fraction of the N systems which are measured to have the value 
8, when 0 is measured. There is an associated frequency operator F”“‘(ei) which 
acts in the Hilbert space of S, V IN) = V@ I’@ ... 0 I/. It can be shown that the state 
I~>‘“‘=l~>Ollcl>O...~l~) obeys 

where p, = / (0, I II,) / ‘. It is tempting to take this to mean that the state consisting 
of an infinite number of copies of I $) is an exact eigenstate of the frequency 
operator with eigenvalue p,. Then using PIV’ we would conclude that a measure- 
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ment of the proportion of systems in which we observe Bi would yield p, and the 
probabilistic interpretation of the inner product ( oi 1 I+G ) would be derived. 

The trouble with this reasoning is that a statement about the limit as N goes to 
infinity is really a statement about finite N. It says that given any E > 0, there is a 
finite N such that 11 F’“‘(0,)l +)‘“‘-pi( $)‘N’j) <E, which is not an exact eigenstate 
equation. Therefore, postulate PIV’ does not apply and no conclusion can be 
reached. To remedy this we will start directly with the large system S consisting of 
an infinite number of copies of S. To describe this fully we need a non-separable 
Hilbert space. However, we can sharpen the discussion by restricting our attention 
to one separable component of the Hilbert space which contains the vector 1 I,+)” 
which represents an infinite number of copies of I +). Without considering a limit 
of frequency operators FCN) we will define a frequency operator, F(e,), and we will 
prove 

F(ei)lcc/)“‘Pi I$>“, 

where again pi = I( Bi I +) ( 2. We can then apply PIV’ to this exact eigenvector 
equation and the probabilistic interpretation follows. 

The above discussion has direct parallels with the classical probability Weak Law 
of Large Numbers and Strong Law of Large Numbers. The Weak Law of Large 
Numbers says that if the probability of a coin flip turning up heads is p, then 
you can always find an N large enough--h’ being the number of trials-that the 
probability that the proportion of heads differs from p by more than a fixed amount 
6 is always less than E, for any E and 6. In other words if you flip an ordinary coin 
the probability that you do not get between 49 and 51% heads can be made as 
small as you like if you flip enough coins. By making this probability very small, 
the Weak Law can be construed to have empirical content. However, since the term 
probability still appears in the conclusion there are conceptual problems about 
what it really means. 

The probabilist’s way to deal with this is to consider infinite sequences of coin 
flips. There are an uncountable number of such sequences and a probability 
measure can be assigned to this space of sequences. The probability measure has 
the property that the probability of the set of all sequences which begin with a 
definite string of k heads and I tails is p”( 1 -p)‘. This property determines the 
measure completely. The Strong Law of Large Numbers says that the set of all 
sequences whose proportion of heads is p has probability measure one. In other 
words those sequences which have no definite proportion of heads or whose 
proportion differs from p are a set of measure zero. The Strong Law is a statement 
about infinite sequences, not limits, and it implies the Weak Law. 

The statement that 1 Ic/) O” is an eigenstate of the frequency operator, F(e,), with 
eigenvalue pi is a quantum version of the Strong Law of Large Numbers. It is a 
precise statement but because it deals with an infinite number of copies we have lost 
direct contact with experimental reality. 

The idea that probability can be viewed as a consequence of quantum mechanics 
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without postulates PIV and PV was discussed by Everett [2]. The frequency 
operator was introduced by Graham [3] and Hartle [4]. Hartle also gives a Weak 
Law version of our results. 

What is novel in our approach is that our frequency operator is not defined as 
the limit of finite frequency operators. Rather its properties, and hence our 
probability interpretation, depend crucially on a probability measure. This 
probability measure in turn is forced on us by the necessity to describe physics in 
a basis independent manner. 

II. CLASSICAL PROBABILITY-THE WEAK LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS 

Consider a sequence of independent trials where the outcome of the rth trial is 
j,, which takes the values 0, 1 with probabilities pO, p, The probability of the finite 
sequence j, , jz, . . . . j, is n:= 1 pi,. Define f’“‘(j,, j?, . . . . j,) = (l/N) C,“= I j, as the 
frequency of the outcome j = 1. Then averaging over all sequences weighted by their 
probability gives 

For any random variable, x, and any probability distribution, it is easy to show 
that (.Y’) 3 a2 Prob [ 1 .Y 1 > S]. It follows that for any 6 > 0, 

Prob [lf’N’-p,l >S] +O as N-co, WI) 

which is known as The Weak Law of Large Numbers [S]. In order to assert WI 
we consider only finite sequences of independent trials. We can also state (WI) as 
follows: Given any E > 0, 6 > 0, there exists NO(&, 6) such that 

Prob[/f’““+“-p,/>6]<e, and 

Prob [ / .f”v0+2’-p, I > S] cc, and 

Prob [I,f’““‘“‘-P, I >S] <E for any M > 0. 

III. QUANTUM MECHANICS-THE WEAK FREQUENCY LAW 

(WI11 

Consider a simple quantum system S described by a two-dimensional Hilbert 
space V. (The case when V is n-dimensional is described in Appendix C.) Let A and 
B each be operators with eigenvalues 0, 1 and eigenvectors I a, i), 1 b, j) so that 
Ala,i)=ila,i), Blb,j)=jlb,j); i,j=O, 1. Now Ia,i) and Ib,j) each form an 
orthonormal basis for V. Let pi= I (b, jl a, 0) I’, so p0 +p, = 1. In the standard 

595.192:2-IO 
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interpretation pr is the probability of finding the eigenvalue j when we measure B 
in the eigenstate 1 a, 0) of A, but we will not appeal to this interpretation. 

Consider the Hilbert space 

which describes N copies of the system S. The operators A,,,, B,,, are A and B 
operating on the rth factor, i.e., A,,,=ZO...OZOAOZO...OZ. The 
simultaneous eigenstates of A (r) . . . A (,,,) with eigenvalues i, i, are 

Ia;i,...i,)=(a,i,)OIa,iz)O...OIa,i,) 

and form a complete set of 2N orthonormal vectors, a basis for VcN). Similarly 
define 1 b;j, . .j,). Define the operator FcN) by FcN’ = (l/N) Cf”= I B,,,, i.e., 

FcN’ lb; j, 

FcN) is the operator for the observable which is the frequency of the outcome j= 1. 
Now 

= c fi pj,(f’“‘(j, . . .j,) -ply 29, 
j,=O,I r=l 

exactly as in Section II. Thus the quantum Weak Frequency Law is the statement 

II (FcN’ -p~)lu;o...O)II -to as N-+co; 

i.e., for large enough N, I a; 0 . . ‘0) is almost an eigenstate of FcN’. This, however, 
is not good enough to replace postulate PIV. For that, we need a suitable trans- 
lation of the classical Strong Law of Large Numbers. 

IV. CLASSICAL PROBABILITY-THE STRONG LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS 

Suppose we are willing to assign probabilities to events consisting of sets of 
infinite sequences of outcomes {j, ,j2,...}, j, = 0, 1. We clearly want the probability 
of the set of all sequences beginning j, ,j2, . . . . j, to be nf”= r pjr. Modern probability 
theory tell us that there is a unique probability measure with this property. The 
Strong Law of Large Numbers [S], which we state without proof, asserts that 

Prob [~ri~f’“‘(jr, j2, . . . . j,) =p,] = 1. WI 

This means that the set of all sequences whose ultimate proportion of l’s is not pI 
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has probability zero. In contrast to the weak laws, (SI) is a statement about infinite 
sequences of trials. 

In the course of the proof of (SI), one does demonstrate a statement about 
probabilities of finite sequences of the same nature as (WII), but manifestly 
stronger. Given any E > 0, 6 > 0, there exists NJ&, 6) such that for any A4 > 0 

Prob[If’No+“-p,(>6 or If”“0+‘)-p,I>6,..., 

or If (No+M)-p, 1 >S] <E. (SII) 

However, it is (SI) we need in order to address the conceptual problem of 
probability and we need a quantum equivalent of (SI) to eliminate reference to 
probability in the postulates of quantum mechanics. (For a translation of (SII) into 
operator language see Ref. [6].) 

V. THE QUANTUM SYSTEM OF AN INFINITE NUMBER OF COPIES 

We wish to construct a Hilbert space which describes an infinite number of 
copies of S. The full Hilbert space is non-separable, i.e., it has an uncountable 
orthonormal basis. However, we will focus our attention on a single component of 
the big Hilbert space which contains the vector I a; (0, 0, . ..} ). We define this com- 
ponent, Vr’ ), which itself is a Hilbert space, as follows. An orthonormal basis is 
/a; {i) ), where {i} = {i,, iz, . ..I is an infinite sequence of zeros and ones with a 

finite number of ones. (In our notation ( > is reserved for infinite sequences.) Any 
state can be expanded. 

lO=C +J;(~)lwQ;(~}) 
:!I 

with 

1 I(u; {i](Y)I”<m. 
II) 

Since the set of sequences (i). is countable, this is just the Hilbert space I, of square 
summable sequences. The operator A,,, acts on this space by A,,, I a; {i)) = 
i, / a; {i} ). The matrix elements of the operator B,,, are given by 

(a; {i’)lB,,,/a; {i)>=(u,i:lBI u,i,) n d,;,, 
s f  , 

We can describe observations on any ,finite number of copies using the space 
“Y ‘. Clearly the operators B ,,,, E,?,, . . . 

;;) of B,,,...B 
all commute. A simultaneous eigenstate 

,N1 with eigenvalues j, . . j, must have 

(a; {i)l ul>= n (4 i,IhJ,) $N(iN+~r . ..I. (*I 
r=l 
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where $, is a function which depends only on i,, 1, in+ 2, . . . . Can we write down 
a simultaneous eigenstate of all B,,, with eigenvaluesj,, j2, . . . . i.e., a state 1 Y) such 
that B,,, 1 Y) = j, 1 Y), for an i@zite sequence { j} of zeros and ones? Such a 1 Y) 
must satisfy ( * ) for all N. For any sequence (i} there exists an r, such that i, = 0 
for r > r, since there are only a finite number of l’s in {i}. Then 

and so 

The last product is well-defined since each factor is 1 for r large enough. Now we 
calculate 

z I(a;{i}ly)12=,?i-ma, 1 I(a;(i,~~~i,,O,O,...~I~)l* 
1 II. ‘2, . iN 

I(a; CO11 WI’ 
=IIZ, I(a,01hjr)12 

Of course, the product in the denominator is zero, since each factor is p0 or p, and 
p0 < 1, p1 < 1. That is, there is no normalizable state I Y). This is no surprise; we 
are attempting to construct a basis for VL”’ corresponding to the uncountable set 
of ail sequences (j} of zeros and ones. At this point it is clear that we have given 
the operator A a distinguished role. V, (O”) is constructed so as to contain only 
eigenstates of A(,,, A(,,, . . . corresponding to eigenvalue sequences {i} selected from 
the countable set X of sequences with a finite number of ones. The other operators 
like B have eigenvalue sequences (j} selected from the uncountable set Y of all 
sequences of zeros and ones. Despite this lack of symmetry between A and B we 
will obtain the results we want. 

This situation is entirely familiar (see Appendix A). We want to construct a trans- 
formation from the basis 1 a; {i} ) of normalized states to the basis (b; {j} ) of 
infinite norm states with 

(We can arbitrarily fix (a; (0) I b; { j} ) = 1.) This is achieved by the formulae 

<a; {i>l W=~4{i}(a; {i}lb; {j}>(k {j}l W WI) 

(6; {j}I W (==) 5 (b; {j}la; {i>>(a; {i}l W, 
I 

(TIII) 
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where (h; iji.1~; {ij)= (a; (i)lb; {j))* are defined by (TI). The measure +{j} 
is defined over the set Y of sequences [j). It occurs also in the formula (TIII), 
which is to be interpreted as saying that the sum on the right-hand side converges 
to the function of {,j] on the left-hand side in mean square with measure (p), i.e., 

1 (b;{j)l~;(i,,i~ ,..., i,,o ,... 1.) 
I, I?. !,j 

2 
x ((1; (i, , iz, . . . . i,, 0, ) / Y) + 0 as N+cc. (TIII’) 

The crucial point is that the measure p is determined by the requirement that the 
transformation be orthogonal. If we take I Y) = 1 a; { i’l ), then (TII) requires that 

Now take sequences with i, = i: = 0, for r > N. Then 

ii d,,; = c i’r < a, i,Ib,j,)<hj,Ia, ii> W, ...j,) 
r=l II -,\i r= I II,“= 1 P,, ’ 

where 

m(j, ....ju)= dp(j’), fi S,;,, s r--l 

is the measure of all sequences beginning with j,, j?, . . . . j,. For i, = 0, r = 1, 2, . . . . N, 
there are 2N independent equations in 2N unknowns, whose only solution is 

Therefore the measure p is precisely the probability measure that assigns indepen- 
dent probabilities pO, pi to j, = 0, 1. 

To repeat in slightly different language, the transformation laws (TII), (TIII) set 
up an isometry between the Hilbert spaces I2 of sequences (a; {i} 1 Y) with (i) E X 
and Lz(p) of functions (b; {j) I ul) with {j} E Y and the measure p on Y. Given 
that (a; {i). I b; {.j) ) satisfies (TI) the requirement of isometry determines ,n. 

VII. THE FREQUENCY OPERATOR 

We can now define a frequency operator corresponding to B by 

Flk l~~~)=.f({i))lb; (j)), 
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If the limit on the right-hand side does not exist, let f(j>) = i(upper limit + lower 
limit) (l/N) Cf”’ Ijr, which in fact could be used as the definition for all {j}. For 
a general state 1 Y) 

But the Strong Law of Large Numbers (ST) tells us that f( {j)) =pI except for a 
set of measure zero when the measure p is used on the set of sequences {j}. Hence 

except for a set of measure zero, i.e., 

Fl W =PI I y> for any state I Y) E Vl” ‘; 

i.e., F==p,Z as an operator equation. This is the desired result. Any state in the 
Hilbert space component VL”’ is an eigenstate of the frequency operator F with 
eigenvalue p, , where p1 = 1 (b, 1 I a, 0) I 2. A measurement of the proportion of states 
where the value of B is 1 will yield pl. Postulate PIV’ implies the probability inter- 
pretation. 

VIII. THE ZERO-ONE LAW 

In fact, a large class of interesting operators on VLm) are multiples of the identity: 
all symmetric functions of B,,,, B(,,, . . . . (Note that this is not true for symmetric 
functions of A(,,, A(,,, ,,, ; for example, C,“=, A,,,.) 

An operator G which is a symmetric function of BcI,, B(,,, . . . . satisfies 
G I b; ( j} ) = g( { j} )I b; {j} ) ), where g is a symmetric function of j, , j,, . . . . Consider 
the state G I a; { 0} ), which must have finite norm if g{ j} is bounded, i.e., 

c I(a; {i}lGla; {0))12-- 

Recalling (6. (j}l 3 a; (0)) 11’1 , we have 

so that (a; {i} I GI a; (0) > is a symmetric function of i,, i2, . . . and o( {i}) = 
I<a; {i)lGl a; {WI2 can only depend on the number of i, that equal 1. But the 
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number of sequences (ii with n ones is infinite except for n = 0, so o( (i}) = 0 
except for {i} = {O}. So 

Gb {O:)=g,b; {O)>, 

where g, is a constant. Hence for almost all {j} 

(0; {O)IGlb; {j)> =g,(a; (0: lb; 

i.e., 

s(l.il)=go 

and therefore 

Li) >; 

GI’U=g,I’J’V) for all 1 Y) E V’ %” c . 

Our Hilbert space setup has afforded an easy proof of the symmetric zero-one 
law of classical probability [7]. Take g(j) to be the characteristic function of a set 
E of sequences {j}, (i.e., g= 1 if {j> is in E and g=O if {j> is not in E), with the 
property that if {j) belongs to E then so do all sequences {j’) obtained by finite 
permutations of {j}. We have shown that with our measure ~1, g( jj = g, almost 
surely, where g, = zero or one. Hence E has probability zero or one. 

IX. THE BIG HILBERT SPACE 

We will now construct the non-separable Hilbert space P which completely 
describes S, the system consisting of an infinite number of copies of S. The Hilbert 
space YcK) can be viewed as a direct sum of separable Hilbert spaces identical in 
structure to the VL%’ we have already used, 

Consider infinite sequences (9). = 1 ‘p, ), I (p2), . . . of unit vectors in V. Define an 
equivalence relation by 

From each equivalence class % arbitrarily choose a sequence (cp }. (This requires 
the Axiom of Choice.) For each term 1 cp,) in (cp} choose a unit vector I cp y’ ) 
orthogonal to Icp,). (Since V is two-dimensional, this amounts to choosing an 
arbitrary sequence of phases.) Now an orthonormal basis for V$“,-) is given by the 
countable collection of sequences {i} composed of O’s and l’s with finitely many 1’s. 
A sequence (i) corresponds to a sequence of the form I cp 1 ), I ‘pi ), I ‘p3 ). . . . . where 
1 cp, ) or I cp,’ ) occurs in the rth place according as i, is 0 or 1. 

If {*I is in %, we can change the phases of the vectors I $,) to make 
($, 14,) real and non-negative for all r. The matrix element ( (ij I{ $ > ) = 
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l-I,,= 1 (4: I $r> n,,=, (4rl $r> is th en well-defined for each (i>, and the sequence 
of states represented by 1 $r ), I $2), . . . . is represented in Y$’ j by 

So, every sequence equivalent to { cp} is represented up to irrelevant phases in 
V$“‘, and every sequence is represented in @‘& Vba”’ = Yew). Vaj) is called the weak 
complete tensor product and V, (m’ the weak incomplete tensor product [S]. 

We could repeat the change of basis in each component V&Y),, obtaining measures 
pu. Each pu has the property that jr, jZ, . . . are independent, but now the proba- 
bility that j, = 1 is \ (cp, \ b, I )\ ‘. The eigenvalue of the frequency operator F in Y$” 
is $ (upper limit + lower limit)( l/N) Cf”= r 1 (cp, lb, 1) I *. We could instead define 
upper and lower frequency operators, with eigenvalues equal to the upper and 
lower limits of (l/N) Cr= I I (cp, I b, 1) I 2. 

X. CONCLUSIONS 

We have succeeded in proving the exact relation F(0,)[$) r, =p, I II/) m, where 

I*> lI” is the vector representing an infinite number of copies of the single system in 
the state I$). (We have actually shown this for any I Y) which represents the 
single system state ( II/) in all but a finite number of copies and for certain linear 
combinations of these I Y’)‘s.) The frequency operator F(6,) is the quantum 
operator associated with the measurement of the fraction of those systems which 
are found to yield the value Bi when I0 is measured. The eigenvalue pi is computed 
to be the single system inner product, pi = I (8, ) $ ) I *. 

To what extent is the system S of an infinite number of copies of S physically 
realizable and can the measurement of the frequency have physical meaning? This 
is like asking whether an infinite sequence of coin flips can be physically realized 
and what does the Strong Law of Large Numbers say in this case? Clearly a coin 
cannot actually be flipped an infinite number of times any more than someone can 
count to infinity; yet we can make sensible statements that refer to these operations. 
The Strong Law of Large Numbers says that if you did flip a coin an infinite 
number of times you would, with absolute certainty, find the proportion of heads 
to be one-half. Our quantum statement is that if you construct an infinite number 
of copies of S and measure the frequency of the outcome di you would, with 
absolute certainty, find the frequency to be p1 = I ( Bi I II/ ) I 2, 

What is the state of the system, S, after a measurement of the frequency? [IS]. In 
order to leave the state undisturbed by the measurement we must measure only the 
frequency and not each individual outcome. To see how this can be done, imagine 
that the single system is a spin one-half particle prepared with its spin along some 
arbitrary fixed direction. We wish to measure the fraction of systems whose spin is 
+ $ along the z axis. For the moment let the number of systems S in S be a finite 
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number, N. The operator F= (l/N) Cf”=, (S,,+ i) measures the proportion of 
states with spin + & along the -7 axis. It is possible to measure F without measuring 
each S,,. Affix each of the particles to a lattice whose mass scales with N. Pass the 
lattice through a Stern-Gerlach analyzer oriented in the z direction. The deflection 
of the center of mass of the lattice, caused by magnetic field, depends only on the 
total spin in the 2 direction and in measuring the deflection you determine F, not 
the individual spins. Since the mass of the lattice scales with N, the maximum 
possible deflection is independent of N. We now imagine that we can discuss the 
case N equals infinity. The mass and force on the lattice are both infinite but the 
deflection is finite. A measurement of the deflection will yield, with absolute 
certainty, the value of the proportion equal to p calculated for the single system. 
The state of the total system will be unchanged by the measurement. 

We have shown that the probability interpretation of quantum mechanics can 
arise if postulates PIV and PV are replaced by the weaker PIV’. The state ) $)“’ 
is an eigenstate of the frequency operator and a measurement of the frequency can 
be imagined which leaves the state unchanged. We are left with the question of 
what happens if we perform a measurement on a quantum system which is not in 
an eigenstate of the associated operator. What happens if we measure the z compo- 
nent of the spin of a single particle whose spin is along some direction other than 
the ,- axis? The orthodox answer is that once an outcome is established the state 
must become the eigenstate associated with the discovered eigenvalue. To allow for 
this we must reinstate postulate PV although PIV is still eliminated in favor of 
PIV’. 

This line of reasoning assumes that the measuring device sits apart from the 
quantum system. The measuring act produces changes in the quantum states of the 
system which are not describable by the time evolution given by postulate PII. 
Postulate PV is needed as long as the measuring device is not part of the quantum 
system. However, you can consider a quantum system which contains both the 
thing being measured and the measuring device. A measuring device is then an 
interaction, described by a Hamiltonian, which induces correlations in the wave 
function of the total system between, say, macroscopic readouts and the spin states 
of a particle. The parts of the. wave function corresponding to different readouts 
have no overlap and never interfere. This description of measurement, in which 
everything obeys the Schrodinger equation, requires a description of what a 
measuring device is but it can then be used to formulate quantum mechanics 
without postulate PV. This discussion of measurement is also consistent with the 
replacement of PIV by PIV’. 

By working with postulate PIV’ instead of PIV we have formulated quantum 
mechanics without specific reference to the Hilbert space inner product and we have 
derived the probabilistic interpretation of the inner product. You may ask, Why 
begin with Hilbert space if you do not want the fundamental relation between two 
states 1 (ti, ( $?) 1’ to have a direct physical interpretation? But Birkhoff and von 
Neumann [lo] have shown how to axiomatize “quantum logic” without taking this 
relation between states as an input. The objects of their axiomatization are 
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“experimental propositions.” The axioms characterize the lattice of “propositions” 
sufficiently to force them to correspond to subspaces of a vector space over some 
field. The negative of an “experimental proposition,” suitably axiomatized, is then 
shown to correspond to the orthogonal subspace defined with respect to an inner 
product. For our purpose we can take the selection of the complex number field 
to be empirical. The existence of the number ) ( I,G, I $z) I* as a function of two 
states is then a consequence, and we have addressed the question of finding an 
interpretation. 

APPENDIX A 

The transformation laws (TI, TII, TIII) may be written in a much more familiar 
form for the special case when the matrix 

so that p0 =p, = i. Label the sequence (j} by the real number x = C,“= I (j,/Z’), 
thus identifying the space Y with the interval (0, 1) on the real line. For each 
sequence {i}, define the function 

Another way of writing these functions is by defining a square wave function on the 
reallineS(x),byS(x)=+1,2n~x~2n+1;S(x)=-1,2n+1~x~2n+2.Then 

w{,,(x)= n S(2’x). 
i,= 1 

It is easy to see that the set of 2” functions W with i,=O for r>n are linear 
combinations of the 2” characteristic functions of the intervals (k/2”, (k + 1)/2”), 
and that the whole set of functions Wlil(x) is a complete orthonormal set on (0, 1) 
with the measure dx. (They are known as the Walsh functions [ll].) Thus our 
transformation is precisely the transform on the interval (0, 1) 

Icltx)= f; c{i) w[i)(x); Ciil = j-l $0) Wlil(x) dx. 
0 
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APPENDIX B 

A more familiar example of how the measure ~1 is determined by the transforma- 
tion function may be helpful. Consider the Hilbert space defined by an orthonormal 
basis ) PI), n = 0, 1. 2, Define operators a, at, X by 

a+(n)=Jn+l/n+l), aIn)=&In-1) 

X=&f& 
Jz 

If we seek an eigenstate of X, 

Xf(af)lO) =xf(a+)lo> 

we find 

$+a+f=& .f = exp 
c 
Ji ,a+ - f at2J. 

Of course the state lx) =f(at )I 0) is not normalizable. To determine the measure 
on the space of functions (x 1 II/ >, we require 

<,,,;.)=i~~(.~,(ml.r)(uln). 

An equivalent requirement is 

( 0 I eurreou+ IO> =I 44-~)(Ol eUuIx)(xle”“+]O). 

Simple calculations give 

(0 j e”“e*‘“+ j 0 ) = e”” 

(01 eua Ix)= (01 euoe\,+‘“+-“+?2 ,()) 

= (O/e ~5i\-(a++U)-b++U)92 (0) 

r 
= p 2xu ~- u’;z 

so we require 

e Ut’ = 
s 

d/Q) ,JL. Id?/? + ,5.xu ~ u2,2, 

i.e., 

s 
&I(X) e” = P’*‘~ for any complex Z. 

This determines 
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We thus recover the x representation for the harmonic oscillator wave functions, 
except that we have chosen the normalization (0 (x) = 1, and the Gaussian 
appears in the measure. 

APPENDIX C 

The generalization to the case when the single system S is described by an 
n-dimensional Hilbert space V is obvious, apart from one instructive difficulty. The 
transformation matrix on V, (b,j( a, i), is now an n x n unitary matrix 
(i,j=O, 1, . . . . n-l). Here ~,=l(b,jJa,0)1* satisfy pj30,c,p,=l. The Hilbert 
space VL”’ is defined by the countable basis (a; {i} ); i, = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1; i, # 0 for 
a finite set of r. The transformation on Vr”‘, given by (TI, TII, TIII) works exactly 
as before, except for the special case when pJ- = 0 for some values ofj, say j = n -m, 
n - m + 1, . . . . n-l. (For n=2, this occurs only when B=A or B=Z--A.) We deal 
with this case as follows. Define the set Y to consist of all sequences {j} with 
j,> n -m for a finite set E of r. Break up Y into the sum of a countably infinite 
collection of disjoint subsets YE consisting of sequences {j} with j, > n - m, r E E; 
j, < n - m, r# E. On each Y, define a measure pK by assigning independent 
probabilities p, to j, =j, e 4 E, and assigning weight one to each value ofj, 3 n - m, 
r E E. Thus the total measure of Y, is mdCE), where d(E) is the number of r in E. 
The transformation law (TI) is replaced by 

W*) 

and in (TII), J ,, dp {j} is replaced by C,s..d,~~{j}. Note how this works for the 
case n = 2, B = A, (a, 0 1 b, 1) = 0. Each Y, consists of a single sequence with j, = 1, 
r E E, j, = 0, r $ E. The set Y is identical with the set X of sequences {i) and the 
transformaton laws reduce to (a; {i} 1 !P) = (b; {i} I Y). 
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